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Draft Criteria Under Study
By FRED ENDRES
Editor
Vice president Kenneth H. McFall has called
a meeting of academic deans, male StudentCouncil
members and Registrar Glenn Van Wormer tomorrow morning to discuss the criteria the University will use in reporting student academic
standings to local draft boards.
Meetings of the academic deans were held
earlier this month and male members on Student
Council met Tuesday evening to discuss two
approaches to the problem.
The University is required to submit to local
draft boards at the beginning of an academic year
a statement to the effect that the student is satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course of instruction, what college the student is in, and his
expected date of graduation.
Each university, however, has two choices as
to what criteria to use in doing so.
The universities may:
1. Use a man's accumulative point average or
his year-end average. For example, a junior
would have either his accumulative point average
over the past six semesters reported, or would
have only the average for his junior year reported.
2. Rank male students according to the alt
undergraduate men's average, or rank them according to their respective colleges. In this case, a
man would be ranked cither by comparison with
all undergraduate men, or by only those men in
his college.
Wallace W. Taylor, Dean of Men, said yesterday
that the decision as to what criteria to use
"probably will be made at the meeting tomorrow."
Dean Taylor said that time is fast becoming a
factor, in that next Friday (April 22) is the last
day a student may register to take the optional
Selective Service System Qualification Test.
He emphasized also that the University will

send no class standings to local boards unless
the student requests it to do so.
It is the responsibility of the individual student
to keep his draft board informed of his academic
status. Dean Taylor said.
The Selective Service System late last month
notified universities of its suggested criteria for
deferring college students. They are:
FRESHMAN: A man must have completed liis
first year of college within the upper one-half
of his class, or must have attained a score of 70
or more on the Qualification Test. He also must
have been admitted to the university for the next
year.
SOPHOMORES: Must have finished second year
and have been in upper two-thirds of class, or have
obtained a score of 70 on the test, and have been
admitted to the school for the next year.
JUNIORS:
Must have successfully completed
third year and stand within the upper three-fourths
of class, or have obtained a score of 70 on the
test, and have been admitted to school for the next
year.
Students enrolled in a five- year curriculum must
have finished their fourth year in the upper threefourths of their classes, or have obtained a score
of 70 or more on the test and have been admitted
to school for the next year.
Students applying for graduate or professional
school must have finished their undergraduate
work in the upper one-fourth of their class, or
have obtained a score of 80 or more on the test.
Continuing graduate students will be ranked
only on a satisfactory-unsatisfactory basis.
The Selective Service System's statement, however, emphasized that meeting these guidelines
does not automatically guarantee deferment to any
student.
The Qualification Test will be given at the University on May 14, May 21 and June 3. It is
optional.
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UP TO now only construction workers have seen this view
from the Life Science Building, now under construction. However, next year many University students will see these surroundings in person when the building is being used for many
of the science classes now being held in Moseley Hall. This
picture was taken looking south toward Prout Hall and the
inner campus. Photo by Mike Kuhlin.

Recent Charity Drive
Nets Almost $5,000
By LARRY FULLERTON
Issue Editor
Student Body Board reports
were the only items of business
at last night's Student Cabinet
meeting.
CHARITIES - In the recent
charities drive, $4,949.70 was
collected. Of this, $1,200 was
designated for specific charities.
The rest will be divided among
the five charities, after expenses
of the campaign are paid for.
Chairman Roberta Gibson
asked Cabinet members for comments and suggestions about the
drive.
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICEInterviews for student body
boards are still being conducted.
Student Court interviews will be
delayed until action is completed
on a proposed revision of
the campus judicial system.
ORGANIZATIONS
-- Interviews for orientation leaders are
still being held and will continue
until the end of the month. Ap-

proximately 175 to 200 leaders
will be chosen--more than in the
past. This will allow the groups
to be smaller.
SPIRITS AND TRADITIONSApplications for Freddie Falcon
can be obtained at the Student
Activities Office in the Alumni
House.
Jeanne Rogel has been chosen
as head cheerleader for next
year. Cheer leading tryouts will
be held later this spring.
ELECTIONS -- Inquiries have
been sent to other campuses,
asking how they conduct their elections. This is being done to
Jft-ovide possible revamping of the
election system here.
PUBLICATIONS--The board is
preparing to take bids for the
Campus Calendar and a booklet
for freshmen explaining student
government.
Communications Board had no
report.

Bulletin
MILWAUKEE (AP)-- The Atlanta Braves must return to Milwaukee unless the National
League agrees by May 16 to
place a franchise in Milwaukee
next season.
That was the ruling made last
night by Wisconsin Circuit Judge
Elmer Roller in Wisconsin's
anti-trust action against the National League.

Men Urged To Take Draft Test
University officials are recommending that all University
male students take the Selective Service System's Qualification Test for a 2-S deferment, Dean of Men Wallace W. Taylor announced yesterday.
"The test safeguards the student in the long run," Dean
Taylor said. "It gives him a second chance, something to
fall back on, in case he has faltered somewhere along the
line in his grades."
Application blanks for the test are available at the Registrar's window on the first floor of the A ministration Bldg.
Deadline for applying is A pril 22.
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5 Rule Changes Passed By AWS
Five rule change recommendations, including one concerning
women visiting men's living
quarters, were passed yesterday
by the AWS legislative board
during an open meeting at which
next year's AWS officers were installed.
The following regulation was
deleted from the AWS handbook
"Women students are not to visit
any private rooms, apartments
or houses where men are present unless a recognized University chaperon is present."
Miss Fayetta Paulsen, dean of
women, said that this simply
means "AWS is not responsible
for having it as part of their
rules," noting that the practice
of women's unchaperoned visits
to men's private rooms, apartments or houses is still illegal
according to the University
policy.
Miss Paulseni said that if a

woman was caught illegally in a
man's living quarters AWS, as
In the past, would have no part
in hearing the woman's case.
In other action resident hall
hours were changed from 11p.m.
to midnight Sunday through
Thursday, and from 1 to 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. This rule
change eliminates the need to
secure lates. Men's calling hours
will end at the same time as
previously: 11
p.m. Sunday
through Thursday, and 1 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Another motion provides for
mandatory corridor meetings for
freshmen women, unless there is
insufficient business. The rest
of the motion reads: "Corridor
meetings may be held at various
times throughout the year.Agendas for such meetings shall be
posted in advance whenever
possible. It is each woman's
individual responsiblity to keep

herself informed of all material
disseminated at corridor meeting or otherwise posted.
If a woman does not attend a
corridor meeting, she loses her
(Continued on page 3)
>

The forecast for today Is partly
cloudy and a little warmer with
a high of 48 to 56.
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"No Fooling, Men—Let's Try To Avoid
Losing Any More Of Them"

News Editorial Page

Court Revision
At Its next meeting Student Council will discuss
the court system revision resolution that was introduced at the March 10 Council meeting.
Part One of the two-part resolution seeks the
establishment of a five-member Traffic Court to
handle all traffic cases. As a subordinate court
to Student Council, it would allow the time of the
Court Justices to be spent on other more important duties.
The News agrees that most traffic cases become
almost routine and could easily be handled, with
greater efficiency by this proposed lower court.
Part Two of the motion recommends to the Board
of Trustees that judicial review of decisions of the
various campus organizations to be granted to
Student Court.
This would allow the Student Court to become,
in essence, a Supreme Court at the University.
It would hear appeals from the University Union,
AWS, Panhellenic Council, Men's Inter-Residence
Hall Council, Interfraternity Council, and student
government organizations, after these cases had
been taken as high as they could go in their respective areas.
Giving one body appellate jurisdiction over other
such lower bodies on campus makes our student
government look more and more like the federal
government of the United States with its appellate
structure.
Perhaps with this avenue open to dissatisfied
defendants, fewer charges of "autocratic,"

fijt K$ar sir

and "undemocratic," will be thrown in the direction of lower reviewing bodies.
This situation was very prominent after the
AWS Judicial Board controversy about a month
ago.
The question arises however, what if the ruling
of this appellate court is in agreement with the
ruling of the lower board? Won't theguilty party
still be displeased? Won't this party still yell,
"undemocratic?"
The News thinks that this type of situation still
could happen, but its occurrence will be less.
This appellate court will be considered more
objective because it is not directly involved in
the offense charged as was the first reviewing
board.
The proposed resolution also gives any student
that has a grievance against any other student or
student organization the right to petition to have
his case heard before Student Court after exhausting all prior judicial procedure.
Again, The News feels that this is giving the
student as many chances as is possible in having
his grievance explained before judicial bodies.The
system proposed seems to be a near replica of
the United States court system which has had a
relatively-successful tradition.
We, therefore, urge the passage of this resolution concerning revision of the court system
at the next Student Council meeting.

Pacts Must Protect Free World
France's President DeGaulle apparently wants to
break all the ties that bind. First he pulls his
nation out of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and now he desires to end all military agreements with the United States.
His reason for ending these protective ties with
the U.S. is that they simply are obsolete, or out of
date, according to the French chief.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk answered DeGaulle
Tuesday by pointing out that the U.S. has more
than 4,000 agreements with other countries, and
"we are concerned about actions that strike at
the very heart of the sanctity of international
agreements."
The News supports Rusk's contention that an
agreement is an agreement. If one party cannot
be satisfied with the arrangements, reforms and
improvements can be considered in the agreement
by both parties. Abruptly pulling out all stakes
would severly endanger the trustability of inter-

national agreements of all the world's nations.
But France does not want to reform or change
the agreements. Under DeGaulle's leadership,
this nation simply pulled out of NATO without
even
consulting other allies seriously about
adaptations or changes of the agreement that would
be beneficial to all.
Historically, France and the U.S. havebeenclose
allies, and this relationship has greatly benefitted
both countries. Vital was the aid that France rendered to us during our Revolutionary War nearly
200 years ago.
Conversely, in two world wars this century, the
U.S. has bailed France out of possible total destruction and surrender at the hands of Germany.
With the world situation as it is today, both
international powers, the U.S. and France, must
keep military agreements, between themselves and
with other allied powers, in tact, for the future
protection of the free world.

Discrimination Measure Fails
A bill that would outlaw racial and religious
discrimination in fraternities and sororities at
state colleges and universities in Michigan, failed
to receive the required majority in the state's
legislature in Lansing, Tuesday.
The legislation would have prohibited any discriminatory language in the bylaws or constitutions of
any fraternity or sorority with a chapter on a
Michigan campus.
One of the basic reasons the measure was de-

feated was enforcement. "How do you punish a
fraternity; how do you put it in jail or fine it?"
one representative questioned.
Ohio has also made attempts to curb discrim nation on Ohio college campuses. But, as was discovered this week in Michigan, legal curbs on fraternity
and sorority discrimination are difficult to obtain.
Such attempts, as in the recent caseinMichigan,
in the opinion of The News, must be continued to
bring an end to needless discrimination.

The News reserves the right to edit letters more than 300
words in length. Letter's should be typewritten, and carry the
name of the author, as well as his typewritten name, address
and telephone number. The tyews will publish as many letters
as possible within the limits of space, good taste and the
laws of libel.
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By DAVID BRUNNER
Columnist
If the President didn't have
competent "advisers".
our
country would be in severe
trouble. A corps of well- informed
advisors is necessary for the
well-being of the United States.
The same is true of students at
this University. An incompetent
academic "advisers" can cause
severe trouble for the student.
Worst of all, the student many
, times does not realize the problem.
A freshman entering the University finds a completely new
world revealed to him. Often
times he doesn't understand the
complexities of credit hours and
requirements for graduation.
Many upperclassmcn are unaware of the number of 300 and
400 level courses that must be
taken. They are also unaware of
the necessary academic point
average required in their major
field of study as well as the overall point average.
How many hours of English and
science are required for a history
major in Education? This is the
advisor's
responsibility---informing, guiding and advising
each student assigned tohin.The
student depends upon the adviser.

Are Pay Toilets Next?

The B-G News
EDITORIAL STAFF

Adviser System
Needs Change

From Our Readers

Serving A Growing University Since 1920
Fred F. Endres

The 'Right' Opinion
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To the editor:
I would like to express my sincere congratulations to the Administration on collecting all of
its students' money by its persistant use of the class fine system.
But this is not nearly enough,
let me also congratulate them on
the installation of the new parking
meters around Fraternity Row.
This will really add to its abundent money supply.
I should like to know if the
Student Body will next be plagued
by pay toilets, and new coin
operated television sets, or will
at last this persistent monetary
policy end.
Dave Goldin
329HarshmanB

x

Stargazing?
To the editor:
I believe that Miss Pheneger
has been slaving too late over

her typewriter to come up with
some material to write about. I
am referring to her column of
March 30.
Miss Pheneger chooses to ignore the possibility of extraterrestial life. If it is so, that
there are no U.F.O.'s, why then
does the Air Force have a department for the sole purpose of
investigating U.F.O.'s?
Why does the Air Force send
out interceptors to chase them?
Why does the Air Force prohibit public discussion of such
events by their officers? Can the
sighting of hundreds of people in
various parts of the world be
ignored? I don't think so.
If Miss Pheneger wouldcareto
research the topic a little farther
than speculation, there are several good books available on the
subject.
John Warner
429 Conklin
Russ Bloom
429 Conklin

Too many advisers are "failing" the ones they are supposed
to be advising. They find this
responsibility of advising a waste
of their own personal time.
Many advisers simply take the
schedule envelope, sign it, and
suggest that the student fill in
whatever courses he wants to
take. Other advisers advise students to take all different types
of courses and never even consider what the student will need
for graduation.
They will often ignore schedule
sheets in each major field of
study distributed by the individual
colleges.
A student finally earns the
rank of senior and finds that he
cannot graduate.Why? Becauseof
the poor advising system that is
presently being practiced at this
University. The student has taken
the wrong courses.
An it.imediate revision in the
advising system is mandatory before the next academic year begins and in fact, as soon as
possible. All three colleges
should structure a program of
proper advising.
The three colleges should meet
with all academic department
heads and explain the requirements in each and every major
field of study. Department heads
should select from their department those whom they feel would
be best at advising or possibly
a volunteer system could be
worked out.
Each chairman would then meet
with the group he has selected and
they would discuss the specific
system set down by the colleges.
Of course, each department would
advise students majoring in their
area.
Possibly a two-day advisor
instruction period could be scheduled each year to aid the advisors in their understanding.
Each instructor or prof essor who
advised would be given some sort
of compensation for his advising.
Some type of system could then
be set up to insure that all students were receiving the proper
type of advising. The colleges
could call in a number of students
majoring in each area and examine the scheduling that has
been done. This would be a protection for the student and that
would be its main function.
The present system of advising
is inadequate. Too many students
are suffering because of incompetent advisors, advisers that
Just don't care. A change Is mandatory.
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Saigon Tense Over
Next Buddhist Move
The situation is tense inSaigon,
where the big question is: What
will the Buddhists do next?
The military government of
Premier Ky has promised to hold
elections for a civilian regime.
Ky says he will be ready to turn
over the reigns of South Viet
Nam's government as soon as
a constitution is drafted and the
voting machinery is set up. The
Buddhists, however, say they
have no confidence in Ky's promises.
The premier made his pledge
at a meeting he called in preparation for a constituent assembly which will draw up a constitution. The Buddhists boycotted
the gathering, saying they want an

election of a civilian government
"in a very short time."
Ky has pointed out that a constitutional drafting convention
and the working out of election
procedures will take between four
and six months. There is no
indication the Buddhists are willing to wait that long.
Despite such indications, Ky
says he feels confident that his
government can survive the political crisis. But pressures
are rapidly building up.
There is speculation that prolonged political unrest may
deepen divisions within the South
Vietnamese Armed Forces, another factor which could decide

Sophomore Class

BARN PARTY
Gala Spring "Affair"

Friday-April 15th

7:00 ■ 12:00
Music By The Holidays
TWO TRUCKS WILL PICK UP
"BARN GOERS" AT 7:P0
IN FRONT OF THE UNION

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rieeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with,!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
*
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!

town*

own)
*VITH

OWE'

SOFT
BRINKS,

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

whether the Ky government
stands or falls.
And there is talk among observers in Saigon that the Buddhists may now be ready to make
their next move in the form of
a show of force. Many feel demonstrations will be staged
sometime today.
There have been no street demonstrations in the capital since
Saturday. The powerful Buddhist Institute in Saigon called a
halt to a week of violent antigovernment agitation, but indicated it is capable of rekindling
the demonstrations at any time.
The general feeling in Saigon is that the streets will soon
be the scene of more violent
demonstrations.
In Washington, Associated
Press correspondent John Hightower yesterday reported that
U.S. officials see little they can
do about the political violence
in South Viet Nam.
Hightower said, however, that
the officials describe as "heartening " the fact that the Buddhists and other powerful political
forces in Saigon are reported to
be strongly anti-Communist.
Nevertheless, he said thatthey
apparently want to see the continuation, at least for the time
being, of the present military
regime.
Hightower said that behind the
public posture of calm confidence
officials are worried about the
possible consequences of continued turmoil on Viet Nam military operations.
To back this up, he quoted
Undersecretary of State George
Ball who said Sunday that he
would not regard South Viet
Nam's internal trouble as "anything that needs to be deplored- so long as it doesn't interfere
with the conduct of the war."
Hightower said informants in
Washington tell him, however,
that the political unrest in Viet
Nam is beginning to limit ground
operations of the war.
Hightower took this to mean
that the number of South Vietnamese forces available for action against the enemy is being
reduced to some degree by the
military government's assignments to try to control civil
disorder.

Nevada Biology Course Planned
A field course in biology has
been scheduled from June 13 to
July 15 at Gold Creek Ranger
Station in Nevada.
Associate Professor Gerald
Acker is scheduled to teach the
course.
The course will give field experience in evaluating biotic
communities. Animal populations will be studied by collection,
trapping, and observation.
Variations of western topography will offer opportunities
to study different animal and
plant species.
Cost of the course is $250,
which includes fees and transportation. In addition, each student will be expected to provide
lodging and food. Past experience has shown this additional
cost to be $100.
A non-refundable deposit of
$20 and application must be filed
with the Registrar by May 15.

Tryouts Today
For 1-Act Plays
Tryouts for 11 roles in two
one-act plays will be held from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. today in 111
South Hall.
Four actors and one actress
are needed for "Three Actors
and Their Drama," a comedy
by Michael de Ghelderode.
Alberta Lintecume, senior in
the College of Liberal Arts, will
direct the dramatic comedy produced entirely by students in the
speech department's play direction course.
"The Anniversary," Anton
Chekov's comedy, will require
four men and two women. John
D. Erbs, senior in the College of
Education will direct.
Both plays will be presented
at 7:30 p.m„ Wednesday, April
27, In Joe E. Brown Theatre.

PANHELLENIC
CAR WASH

April 16
9:00-4:00
r

Can't Wait
For The
Panhel Car Wash!

Locations
Marv's Sinclair-Central Service
Sigma Phi Epsilon House

Rule Changes
(Continued from page 1)

Six semester hours credit will
be given after completion of the
course.

^#0^
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RINGS

voting rights on any issue which
may be voted upon at that meeting.
Another
recommendation
passed by the board states that
"overnights to other housing
units will be granted to women
students on campus during the
week, provided (1) the woman
signs out of the residence hall
and registers as a guest in the
hall visited and (2) there is an
empty bed available.
A rule regarding quite hours
was deleted: "Showers should be
taken by midnight on week nights
and by 190 a.m. on weekends,
unless returning from a late
permission." Quiet hours remain the same.
The above changes must be
approved by the Dean of Women
and the president of AWS before they can go into effect, Miss
Paulsen said.
Mrs. Delores A. Black, instructor in health and physical
education, was introduced as the
new AWS co-adviser for the coming year by Linda Peiblow, this
year's AWS president.

VENETIA.

.

.

. FROM $100

Dill Jewelers
729 5. Main
Ph. 354-2042
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Daily Official Bulletin Growing Student Interest
Affects University Policy

Freshman students from the
state of Pennsylvania may obtain
blanks for Pennsylvania State
Scholarships in the Student Financial Aid Office, Roon 322, Administration Building. Applications must be submitted prior
to June 1, 1966.
• • «
Three films, "Seapower,"
"Blue Angels," and "Why Vietnam" will be shown In the Capital Room of the University Union
at 7 p.m. on Monday, April 19.
Representatives of the Navy will
be present to answer questions
relative to Naval service for
both men and women. These
Naval officers
will also be
available In the lobby of the
Union on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. For further information prior to or after the
above dates, see Dr. Bruce
Alcorn, Room 201 A, Hanna Hall.
• • •
The University is accepting
applications for the position of
Co-ordinator of Conferences, Institutes, and Meetings. Qualifications include a Bachelor's
or Master's degree, ability for
good public relations, an aptitude
for organization, and a capacity
for details.
Deadline for applications is
tomorrow. Contact Dr. Ralph
H. Geer, 222 Administration
Bldg.
Screening
committee
members are: Dr. William A.
Kirby, Dr. Wlllard Fox, Dr.
Chester O. Milles, and Dr.Ceer.
* * *
The Audio-VisualServices will
have two positions available for
graduate assistants hips beginning fall semester, 1966.
The academic area which the
graduate is not important but
he should have experience or
academic background in photography or graphic arts.

Those interested should contact Dr. Glenn H. Daniels, director Audio- Visual Services, 101
University Hall.

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
The Jewish congregation will
sponsor a lox- bagel brunch at 1
p.m. SUNDAY. For information
contact David Alex, Harshman
A, ext. 271.
• * •
Shatzel Hall will sponsor a
record hop from 2 to 5 p.m.
and an outside dance from 9
p.m. to midnight April 23.
Open house is scheduled from
8 p.m. to midnight. There will
be no admission charge.
Signs posted on campus listing
April 16 as the date are incorrect.

CLASSIFIEDS
RIDI- WANTED

Need ride to area of Joliet,
Illinois this Friday. Please! Call
Bob A lgae, 353- 7451.
FOR RFNI"
FOR RF.NT THIS SUMMFR: 4room
furnished
apt. airconditioned, two blocks from
campus. Jime, 353-1771.
LOST

LOST IN ART BUILDING BEFORE VACATION: antique silver
ring, strictly sentimental in
value. Please contact Fstelle
Pope, 214 Prout. Reward offered
foghreturn.

JSSRTHE ^3K
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Officials and student leaders
here are noticing a significant
change in student attitutdes.
As Student Body President
Baker puts it, "Students are
taking a hand in decision-making
and their relationship with faculty
members and administrators is
closer than ever."
Four years ago, Baker says,
students were mostly content with
just earning their degree. Now
he feels they are becoming involved in the operation of the
University.
"Students are questioning the
reasons behind some of the rules
and policies that govern them and,
if not satisfied, trying to make
changes," he says.
And the students appear to be
pleased with their new status.
"We are speaking out and our
ideas are being given more than
passing consideration," Baker
says.
Students are also active on faculty and administrative committees.
"They are making important
contributions to several faculty
committees," said Dr. Melvin
Hyman, chairman of the Faculty
Senate and professor of speech.
Dr. Hyman favors an interchange of student, faculty and
administration ideas. "It clears
the air. Everyone may not agree,
but they know what is going on
and why.
This is important
to a successful university," he
said.
No one is more pleased with
the changing student attitudes
than President William T. Jerome III.
It has been Dr. Jerome's practice, since coming to Bowling

Green in 1963, to encourage students to take an active part In
University affairs wherever and
whenever possible. "A student's
education must include some
knowledge of the decision-making
process," he pointed out.
Dr. Jerome recognizes a communications gap exists, largely
because of the age difference,
between students and their professors and administrators. He
likes to talk with the younger
generation as much as possible
to learn their ideas and suggestions.
He does it In many ways. He
invites groups to his home to
talk about student matters, sometimes during a fast game of
platform tennis. He accepts dinner invitations from residence
halls and fraternities and sororities. He tries to make himself
available when students want to
talk to him in his office.

fashioning a climate which will
be a stimulus to their own growth
as individuals. He cited the new
student services building, now
under construction, as a valuable
tool for students to use in introducing new changes in counseling,
self-government and related
areas.
Encouraged by this philosophy,
students have made their mark
on campus this year. And they
are tackling more significant
problems. No longer are they
spending all their efforts on dormitory regulations, meals,
clothes, and similar rules.

Lately he has had contact with
students in the classroom, a rare
place to find a busy university
president. Dr. Jerome, who was
a professor of business administration, is one of several teachers taking part in a seminar
series.
"We're hospitable to a variety
of viewpoints," he said. Dr.
Jerome added that students have
the opportunity to hear different
ideas before making up their
minds. "I want students to question their education, ask what they
are getting and what they are
contributing," Dr. Jerome said.
The Bowling Green president
said that students must also accept some responsbility for

Isses like the evaluation of
teachers and courses, a new
final examination policy for seniors, dormitory apportionment,
an initiative petition, and lowering grade requirements for student participation in extra-curricular activities have been successfully introduced this year
by Student CounciL
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Speech Prof Can
Teff Many Tales
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Staff Writer
Dr. Melvin Hyman, professor
of speech and director of the
speech and hearing clinic, has a
hobby of telling tales. Fairy
tales, that is.
Just ask one of the children
■ who attend his clinic. Reading aloud is just one of the
interests stemming from his
speech background.
However, his deep, tenor voice

Postmark France

Paris, Tours On Agenda
Of BG Student In France
(Editor's Note: Alice Roper, junior in the College
of Liberal Arts, is now studying in France and
has written the following letter about her experiences there.)
So you're going to Francel
"This is what everyone exclaimed from thetime
I decided to go until the time I left. Now it's up to
me to tell you exactly (more or less) what it's like
to be "going to France."
We were in Paris for a few days and now are
studying in Tours, a city of perhaps 100,000 people
and magnificent scenery. It is typically French
because the people are less sophisticated than they
were in Paris. I have not felt isolated but more a
part of France here.
Most people, including the participants of this
trip, have false ideas about a lot of things and one
of the biggest shocks we had was in regard to "the
French cuisine."
I thought I'd be eating crepe suzette until it came
out my ears, but I find that I've eaten more steak
and french fries in the weeks I've been here than I
do in three months at home.
Every morning we consume nearly a loaf of
bread and butter and gallons of tea. This is supposed
to suffice until noon when we have our largest meal
of the day. You never quite know what you're eating*
After lunch it's a long wait until dinner (at 7 or
8 p.m.) so we generally stop off at a pastry shop
to gorge ourselves on that wonderful (and expensive) French pastry. As a result, we get poorer
and fatter by the day.
Supper is light--only three or four courses--soup
to nuts and then some. As you may know the French

drink wine with their meals, but it's mixed with
water and not very strong.
So if you're planning a trip to France, after your
dysentary wears off you too will get fat, but you'll
enjoy yourself doing it.
During the first weeks here we were isolated in
a sense because the students were indifferent to us
and couldn't have cared less. Generally no one
said anything. We felt very shy and afraid of the
students because we couldn't be a part of their
world.
The students don't form a line to lunch, just a
mob in its broadest sense!
The students are shy of us in some cases. I was
sitting outside the classroom the other day, and
three girls were trying to do an English to French
translation. They kept looking at mo like they would
like to ask me something, but they were afraid.They
asked among themselves if they should and then
they giggled and said no. Finally they did. I answered them and that was that, but this contact,
even so brief, was something for me.
We have made some friends now, even though
we don't really understand one-fourth of what they
say. Most of our courses are in French or about
the country, but we are also learning a great deal
from the students themselves.
The other day I had my first thought in Frenchl I
was thinking along in English when all of a sudden
a French word popped into my head before I realized
it. Actually, 1 still have difficulty speaking and
understanding, but maybe without my realizing it,
something is finally clicking.
Bien des choses a mes amisl
Alice Roper

is probably more well- known not
for his story-telling abilities but
for leading the procedures of an
important University organization.
Dr. Hyman is chairman of the
Faculty Senate, that imposing administrative body whose onceclosed-to-the-press
meetings
students held as so clandestine.
We're very pleased with the
way Fred and Judy(Fred Endres,
editor, and Judy Hirsch, managing editor) have handled the
meetings. There will be no censoring as long as it's accurate,"
Dr. Hyman said.
Being chairman and learning
about all aspects of the University has been a fantastic experience for him, he said, but
"one of the big problems of the
lob is finding time to talk to as
many people as I'd like to.
And it involves going to a lot
of meetings," he said.
Dr. Hyman also is in the position where he "gets it from
all sides." "I receive inquires
from maintenance on up," he
said, "but what frankly distresses me about the Senate
meetings is the lack ot discussion by some faculty people."
This year Dr. Hyman said he
has made it a policy to make
the meetings as informal as possible.
"We organized small
discussion groups and even
accept questions and comments
on paper," he said.
Dr. Hyman sees two problems
that Senate has to contend with
when considering their policy
concerning students.
"Who do we listen to, the
majority or the more outspoken
minority? And, in making the
policy decisions, what kind of
person do we want BGSU to
develop for the future?" he said.

Dr. Melvin Hyman

When not at Senate meetings or
teaching. Dr. Hyman somehow
finds time for his numerous other
activities. He is adviser and
national president ofSigmaAlpha
Eta, speech and hearing society,
adviser to'/eta Beta Tau, social
fraternity, on the board of trustees of the Ohio Division of the
American Cancer Society, and the
American Heart Association, to
name a few.
Dr. Hyman also is one of the
outstanding men in his academic
field. He recently received a
grant from the Ohio Division of
the American Cancer Society.He
and others will translate into
Spanish his manual which teaches
laryngectomy persons to talk.
Dr. Hyman also is on the American Board of Examiners in
Speech Pathology and Audiology.
It is his duty to qualify various
speech and hearing clinics
throughout the country through
on-sight visitations for certification.
•
This summer Dr. Hyman will
be heading for California and Los
Angeles State College where he
will be teaching graduate courses
in speech pathology.

Honorary Looks To The Computer Age'
(Editor's Note: This article
is part of a series on the University's honorary societies.Today's story concerns Beta Alpha
Psi, national honorary and professional accounting fraternity.)
By RICHARD CANARY
Staff Writer
The 31 members of Beta Alpha Psi, the national honorary and
professional accounting fraternity, will welcome a large group
of initiates during the second
half of April.
The local chapter, AlphaUpsilon, was organized in 1955 by
William F. Schmeltz, dean of
the College of Business Administration and Howard H. Kane
professor of accounting, to supplement the classroom and textbook in preparing accounting majors for their profession.
"The fraternity provides a
great opportunity to learn to
handle
responsibility, which
helps to further the members administrative abilities," said
Amos Miller, treasurer of the
fraternity. Looking forward to
the "computer age," Miller said
"Computers will help the profession by increasing job availability. It will make much room
for growth."
President Dale Kaskey added,
"Computers already are chang-

ing the field a lot. Much work
is done by machines, especially
in the public accounting field.
Accountants are being taught to
work with these machines instead
of just around them. I understand that they will be teaching
how to use computers in accounting here, too."
The attitudes of the members
reflect the fraternity objectives
of fostering self improvement,
high ethical and moral standards, scholastic and professional excellence, a sense of
responsibility and service, and
of providing opportunity for association among its members and
practicing accountants.
Membership in the 70 chapters
of Beta Alpha Psi exceeds30,000
and includes virtually all prominant accountants in public practice, industry, and government.
Minimum scholastic requirements for election are an average of 2.5 in all subjects and
an average of 3.0 in accounting
courses.
•Student initiates write papers
explaining why they are interested In the fraternity, what benefits they hope to receive, and
what contributions they hope to
make to the chapter.
Dr. Harvey E. Donley, chairman of the accounting department, is the faculty adviser

to the fraternity. Student officers are president Dale Kaskey,
vice president Thomas Ciula,
treasurer Amos Miller, andsecretary Charles Huber.
Fraternity objectives are realized at bi-weekly meetings, at
which students present programs
or listen to outside speakers.
Miller said, "The speakers
are extremely good at presenting
the opportunities of the profession. They often explain jobs
that we don't even know to exist."
Another benefit for members
of Beta Alpha Psi is the field
trips to various companies in the
area. At the Dana Corporation
in Toledo last semester, members of the fraternity were given
a tour of the manufacturing plant,
were served a luncheon there,
and were given the opportunity
to discuss the application of accounting procedures to the problems of running a business. One
such field trip is taken each semester.
Joint meetings with professional socieites provide another link to the fields in which
accounting majors will soon
work. Beta Alpha Psi recently
had such a meeting with the Institute of Internal Auditors and
another with the Toledo chapter
of the National Association of Accountants for the end of March.

Such Subjects as "Development
of Accounting and Financial Executives," "Data Processing-Simulation (E-10)," "The Roleof
Profit Planning," and"TheScope
of the Internal Audit Function"
were discussed.
Once each semester. Beta
Alpha Psi has a dinner meeting
at which a prominent accountant
speaks. New members are initiated Just before the meeting.
Over-all excellence of Alpha
Upsilon won them ninth place
in the national chapter activities
program contest in 1964-65.
Points were awarded for atten-

dance at meetings, scholarship,
annual programming, speeches,
meetings, field trips, and service projects. Alpha Upsllon's
service project Is providing help
sessions for students who need
help in accounting courses.
At the end of each semester.
Alpha Upsilon awards a scholarship certificate to the graduating senior who has the highest accumulative point average.
Last semester the award went
to Rosaline Ruskavige, who now
is an accountant with PriceWaterhouse In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Seven Seas College
Offers Study, Travel
The Seven Seas Division of
Chapman College, Orange,Calif„
will Interview interested undergraduate and graduate students at
the Placement Office Wednesday,
Glenn T. Rosenthal, placement
assistant, announced yesterday.
Using a 15,000 ton ship, Seven
Seas, the only floating college in
the world, offers two semesters
of study and travel. Classroom
Instruction Is given aboard ship.
Ship facilities Include a 10,000

volume library, a hospital, and a
280- seat theater.
First semester students will
travel to the East and second semester students will visit South
America and Europe.
The Placement Office has Invited all students, including
freshman through graduate students, to arrange for an interview.
Miss Karen Phillips will represent Chapman College.
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Daily Official Bulletin Growing Student Interest
Affects University Policy

Freshman students from the
state of Pennsylvania may obtain
blanks for Pennsylvania State
Scholarships in the Student Financial Aid Office, Roon 322, Administration Building. Applications must be submitted prior
to June 1, 1966.
• • •
Three films, "Seapower,"
"Blue Angels," and "Why Vietnam" will be shown in the Capital Room of the University Union
at 7 p.m. on Monday, April 19.
Representatives of the Navy will
be present to answer questions
relative to Naval service for
both men and women. These
Naval officers
will also be
available in the lobby of the
Union on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. For further Information prior to or after the
above dates, see Dr. Bruce
Alcorn, Room 201 A, Hanna Hall.
* » •
The University is accepting
applications for the position of
Co-ordinator of Conferences, Institutes, and Meetings. Qualifications include a Bachelor's
or Master's degree, ability for
good public relations, an aptitude
for organization, and a capacity
for details.
Deadline for applications is
tomorrow. Contact Dr. Ralph
H. Geer, 222 Administration
Bldg.
Screening
committee
members are: Dr. William A.
Klrby, Dr. Wlllard Fox, Dr.
Chester O. Milles, and Dr.Ceer.
• • •
The Audio-VisualServices will
have two positions available for
graduate assistants hips beginning fall semester, 1966.
The academic area which the
graduate is not important but
he should have experience or
academic background in photography or graphic arts.

JSSiSTHE ~*^'''i„
(S)siN(;iNf?/r-

Those Interested should contact Dr. Glenn H. Daniels, director Audio-Visual Services, 101
University Hall.

Officials and student leaders
here are noticing a significant
change in student attitutdes.
As
Student Body President
Baker puts it, "Students are
taking a hand in decision-making
The Jewish congregation will and their relationship withfaculty
sponsor a lox-bagel brunch at 1 members and administrators is
pjn. SUNDAY. For information closer than ever."
contact David Alex, Harshman
Four years ago, Baker says,
A, ext. 271.
students were mostly content with
• • •
just earning their degree. Now
Shatzel Hall will sponsor a he feels they are becoming inrecord hop from 2 to 5 p.m. volved in the operation of the
and an outside dance from 9 University.
p.m. to midnight April 23.
"Students are questioning the
Open house is scheduled from reasons behind some of the rules
8 p.m. to midnight. There will and policies that govern them and,
be no admission charge.
if not satisfied, trying to make
Signs posted on campus listing changes," he says.
April 16 as the date are incorrect.
And the students appear to be
pleased with their new status.
"We are speaking out and our
ideas are being given more than
passing consideration," Baker
says.
Students arc-also active on facRIDI- WANTF.D
ulty and administrative comNeed ride to area of Joliet, mittees.
"They are making important
Illinois this Friday. Pleasel Call
contributions to several faculty
Bob Algae, 353-7451.
committees," said Dr. Melvin
Hyman, chairman of the Faculty
FOR RENT
Senate and professor of speech.
Dr. Hyman favors an interFOR RENT THIS SUMMER: 4room
furnished
apt. air- change of student, faculty and
conditioned, two blocks from administration ideas. "It clears
the air. Everyone may not agree,
campus. Jime, 353-1771.
but they know what is going on
and why.
This is important
LOST
to a successful university," he
LOST IN ART BUILDING BE- said.
No one is more pleased with
FORE VACATION: antique silver
ring, strictly sentimental in the changing student attitudes
value. Please contact Estelle than President William T. JerPope, 214 Prout. Reward offered ome III.
It has been Dr.Jerome's pracfoghreturn.
tice, since coming to Bowling

CAMPUS
CALENDAR

CLASSIFIEDS

Green in 1963, to encourage students to take an active part in
University affairs wherever and
whenever possible. "A student's
education must include some
knowledge of the decision-making
process," he pointed out.
Dr. Jerome recognizes a communications gap exists, largely
because of the age difference,
between students and their professors and administrators. He
likes to talk with the younger
generation as much as possible
to learn their ideas and suggestions.
He does it in many ways. He
invites groups to his home to
talk about student matters, sometimes during a fast game of
platform tennis. He accepts dinner invitations from residence
halls and fraternities and sororities. He tries to make himself
available when students want to
talk to him in his office.
Lately he has had contact with
students in the classroom, a rare
place to find a busy university
president. Dr. Jerome, who was
a professor of business administration, is one of several teachers taking part in a seminar
scries.
"We're hospitable to a variety
of viewpoints," he said. Dr.
Jerome added that students have
the opportunity to hear different
Ideas before making up their
minds. "I want students to question their education, ask what they
are getting and what they are
contributing," Dr. Jerome said.
The Bowling Green president
said that students must also accept some responsbility for
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Isses like the evaluation of
teachers and courses, a new
final examination policy for seniors, dormitory apportionment,
an initiative petition, and lowering grade requirements for student participation in extra-curricular activities have been successfully introduced this year
by Student Council.
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fashioning a climate which will
be a stimulus to their own growth
as individuals. He cited the new
student services building, now
under construction, as a valuable
tool for students to use in introducing new changes in counseling,
self-government and related
areas.
Encouraged by this philosophy,
students have made their mark
on campus this year. And they
are tackling more significant
problems. No longer are they
spending all their efforts on dormitory regulations, meals,
clothes, and similar rules.
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5:30

Science in Action:
Musical Sounds
6:00
Channel 70 News
6:15
Sports Report
6:25
Weather Word
6:30
Children of the Silent
Night
7:00
What's New?
7:30
Fabric of Communism
8:00
The French Chef:
Puff Pastry-Pate Feuilletee
8:30
Turn of the Century
9:00
Heritage XXXI:
Edward Steichen
9:30
Age of Reason
10:00
News Headlines
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Speech Prof Can
Tell Many Tales
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Staff Writer
Dr. Melvin Hyman, professor
of speech and director of the
speech and hearing clinic, has a
hobby of telling tales. Fairy
tales, that is.
Just ask one of the children
who attend his clinic. Reading aloud is just one of the
interests stemming from his
speech background.
However, his deep, tenor voice

Postmark France

Paris, Tours On Agenda
Of BG Student In France
(Editor's Note: Alice Roper, junior in the College
of Liberal Arts, is now studying in France and
has written the following letter about her experiences there.)
So you're going to France!
"This is what everyone exclaimed from the time
I decided to go until the time I left. Now it's up to
me to tell you exactly (more or less) what it's like
to be "going to France."
We were in Paris for a few days and now are
studying in Tours, a city of perhaps 100,000 people
and magnificent scenery. It is typically French
because the people are less sophisticated than they
were in Paris. I have not felt isolated but more a
part of France here.
Most people, including the participants of this
trip, have false ideas about a lot of things and one
of the biggest shocks we had was in regard to "the
French cuisine."
I thought I'd be eating crepe suzette until it came
out my ears, but I find that I've eaten more steak
and french fries in the weeks I've been here than I
do in three months at home.
Every morning we consume nearly a loaf of
bread and butter and gallons of tea.This is supposed
to suffice until noon when we have our largest meal
of the day. You never quite know what you're eating*
After lunch it's a long wait until dinner (at 7 or
8 p.m.) so we generally stop off at a pastry shop
to gorge ourselves on that wonderful (and expensive) French pastry. As a result, we get poorer
and fatter by the day.
Supper is light--only three or four courses--soup
to nuts and then some. As you may know the French

drink wine with their meals, but it's mixed with
water and not very strong.
So if you're planning a trip to France, after your
dysentary wears off you too will get fat, but you'll
enjoy yourself doing it.
During the first weeks here we were isolated in
a sense because the students were indifferent to us
and couldn't have cared less. Generally no one
said anything. We felt very shy and afraid of the
students because we couldn't be a part of their
world.
The students don't form a line to lunch, just a
mob in its broadest sensel
The students are shy of us in some cases. I was
sitting outside the classroom the other day, and
three girls were trying to do an English to French
translation. They kept looking at me like they would
like to ask me something, but they were afraid.They
asked among themselves if they should and then
they giggled and said no. Finally they did. I answered them and that was that, but this contact,
even so brief, was something for me.
We have made some friends now, even though
we don't really understand one-fourth of what they
say. Most of our courses are in French or about
the country, but we are also learning a great deal
from the students themselves.
The other day I had my first thought in Frenchl I
was thinking along in English when all of a sudden
a French word popped into my head before I realized
it. Actually, I still have difficulty speaking and
understanding, but maybe without my realizing it,
something is finally clicking.
Bien des choses a mes amisl
Alice Roper

Is probably more well- known not
for his story-telling abilities but
for leading the procedures of an
important University organization.
Dr. Hyman is chairman of the
Faculty Senate, that imposing administrative body whose onceclosed-to-the-press
meetings
students held as so clandestine.
We're very pleased with the
way Fred and Judy(Fred Endres,
editor, and Judy Hirsch, managing editor) have handled the
meetings. There will be no censoring as long as it's accurate,"
Dr. Hyman said.
Being chairman and learning
about all aspects of the University has been a fantastic experience for him, he said, but
"one of the big problems of the
iob is finding time to talk to as
many people as I'd like to.
And it involves going to a lot
of meetings," he said.
Dr. Hyman also is in the position where he "gets it from
all sides." "I receive inquires
from maintenance on up," he
said, "but what frankly distresses me about the Senate
meetings Is the lack ot discussion by some faculty people."
This year Dr. Hyman said he
has made it a policy to make
the meetings as informal as possible.
"We organized small
discussion groups and even
accept questions and comments
on paper," he said.
Dr. Hyman sees two problems
that Senate has to contend with
when considering their policy
concerning students.
"Who do we listen to, the
majority or the more outspoken
minority? And, in making the
policy decisions, what kind of
person do we want BGSU to
develop for the future?" he said.

Dr. Melvin Hyman

When not at Senate meetings or
teaching, Dr. Hyman somehow
finds time for his numerous other
activities. He is adviser and
national president of Sigma Alpha
Eta, speech and hearing society,
adviser to Zeta Beta Tau, social
fraternity, on the board of trustees of the Ohio Division of the
American Cancer Society, and the
American Heart Association, to
name a few.
Dr. Hyman also is one of the
outstanding men in his academic
field. He recently received a
grant from the Ohio Division of
the American Cancer Society.He
and others will translate into
Spanish his manual which teaches
laryngectomy persons to talk.
Dr. Hyman also is ontheAmerican Board of Examiners in
Speech Pathology and Audiology.
It is his duty to qualify various
speech and hearing clinics
throughout the country through
on-sight visitations for certification.
•
This summer Dr. Hyman will
be heading for California and Los
Angeles State College where he
will be teaching graduate courses
in speech pathology.

Honorary Looks To 'The Computer Age'
(Editor's Note: This article
is part of a series on the University's honorary societies.Today's story concerns Beta Alpha
Psi, national honorary and professional accounting fraternity.)
By RICHARD CANARY
Staff Writer
The 31 members of Beta Alpha Psi, the national honorary and
professional accounting fraternity, will welcome a large group
of initiates during the second
half of April.
The local chapter, AlphaUpsilon, was organized in 1955 by
William F. Schmeltz, dean of
the College of Business Administration and Howard H. Kane
professor of accounting, to supplement the classroom and textbook in preparing accounting majors for their profession.
"The fraternity provides a
great opportunity to learn to
handle
responsibility, which
helps to further the members administrative abilities," said
Amos Miller, treasurer of the
fraternity. Looking forward to
the "computer age," Miller said
"Computers will help the profession by increasing job availability. It will make much room
for growth."
President Dale Kaskey added,
"Computers already are chang-

ing the field a lot. Much work
is done by machines, especially
in the public accounting field.
Accountants are being taught to
work with these machines instead
of just around them. I understand that they will be teaching
how to use computers in accounting here, too."
The attitudes of the members
reflect the fraternity objectives
of fostering self improvement,
high ethical and moral standards, scholastic and professional excellence, a sense of
responsibility and service, and
of providing opportunity for association among its members and
practicing accountants.
Membership in the 70 chapters
of Beta Alpha Psi exceeds 30,000
and includes virtually all prominant accountants in public practice, industry, and government.
Minimum scholastic requirements for election are an average of 2.5 in all subjects and
an average of 3.0 in accounting
courses.
Student initiates write papers
explaining why they are interested in the fraternity, what benefits they hope to receive, and
what contributions they hope to
make to the chapter.
Dr. Harvey E. Donley, chairman of the accounting department, is the faculty adviser

to the fraternity. Student officers are president Dale Kaskey,
vice president Thomas Ciula,
treasurer Amos Miller, and secretary Charles Huber.
Fraternity objectives are realized at bi-weekly meetings, at
which students present programs
or listen to outside speakers.
Miller said, "The speakers
are extremely good at presenting
the opportunities of the profession. They often explain jobs
that we don't even know to exist."
Another benefit for members
of Beta Alpha Psi is the field
trips to various companies in the
area. At the Dana Corporation
in Toledo last semester, members of the fraternity were given
a tour of the manufacturing plant,
were served a luncheon there,
and were given the opportunity
to discuss the application of accounting procedures to the problems of running a business. One
such field trip is taken each semester.
Joint meetings with professional socieites provide another link to the fields in which
accounting majors will soon
work. Beta Alpha Psi recently
had such a meeting with the Institute of Internal Auditors and
another with the Toledo chapter
of the National Association of Accountants for the end of March.

Such Subjects as "Development
of Accounting and Financial Executives." "Data Processing-Simulation (E-10)," "The Role of
Profit Planning," and"TheScope
of the Internal Audit Function"
were discussed.
Once each semester. Beta
Alpha Psi has a dinner meeting
at which a prominent accountant
speaks. New members are initiated just before the meeting.
Over-all excellence of Alpha
Upsilon won them ninth place
in the national chapter activities
program contest in 1964-65.
Points were awarded for atten-

dance at meetings, scholarship,
annual programming, speeches,
meetings, field trips, and service projects. Alpha Upsilon's
service project is providing help
sessions for students who need
help in accounting courses.
At the end of each semester.
Alpha Upsilon awards a scholarship certificate to the graduating senior who has the highest accumulative point average.
Last semester the award went
to Rosaline Ruskavige, who now
is an accountant with PriceWaterhouse in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Seven Seas College
Offers Study, Travel
The Seven Seas Division of
Chapman College,Orange,Calif„
will Interview interested undergraduate and graduate students at
the Placement Office Wednesday,
Glenn T. Rosenthal, placement
assistant, announced yesterday.
Using a 15,000 ton ship. Seven
Seas, the only floating college in
the world, offers two semesters
of study and travel. Classroom
Instruction is given aboard ship.
Ship facilities Include a 10,000

volume library, a hospital, and a
280-seat theater.
First semester students will
travel to the East and second semester students will visit South
America and Europe.
The Placement Office has invited all students, including
freshman through graduate students, to arrange for an interview.
Miss Karen Phillips will represent Chapman College.
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World News Roundup
MEXICO CITY (AP)-- Mexico
is preparing a big welcome for
President Johnson when he arrives here today at 6:30 p.m.
The 24-hour informal visit
will be the President's first trip
to a foreign capital since he
took office.
Deputy News Secretary Robert
Fleming said yesterday in San
Antonio that Johnson has been
boning up on Mexican and Latin
American problems in preparation for the trip and working on
a speech he plans to deliver
tomorrow.
An electric power strike
scheduled to begin here yesterday has been postponed for a
week. The strike would have
blacked out the Mexican capital
and surrounding areas during the
president's visit.
• • •
WAPAKONETA (AP)-- Astronaut Neil Armstrong received
a hero's tribute from his hometown of Wapakoneta yesterday.
Armstrong waved gaily to the
crowds, singling out friends
among the parade watchers in
the northwest Ohio community
where he started the aviation
career that led him to pilot
the Gemini Eight into space last
month.
He called the reception "magnificent and far more than I deserve, I am sure." At the county
fairgrounds where he rode a
ferrls wheel as a boy, the pilot
told newsmen who asked about
his emergency landing from
space. "Everybody gets scared
now and then so I suppose the
flight was no greater a scare
than I'd had driving."
Police estimated 12,000 to

Portraits by

HOWARD
Photographer
we specialize in
student photography
Portraits with
that natural likeness
432'jE.Wooster

BE A

STEWARDESS
FOR UNITED
> AIR LINES

/

•«»r*»

If you're a Bowling Green
woman with a desire to go
places...be someone, look
to an exciting future as a
stewardess with America's
leading air line, UNITED
AIR LINES.
Qualifications include: Age
20-26 (19H to apply), single,
5'2"-5'9" weight in proportion, high school graduate,
desire to serve the traveling public.

Contact our local
Stewardess Representative
MISS MARCIA ALBRIGHT
EXT. 496 for
APRIL 27 INTERVIEW
or contact
PLACEMENT OFFICE

UNITED
An Equtl Opportunity Employr I

17,000 lined the mile-long parade
route.
• • »
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The director of the Peace Corps, Jack
Vaughn, yesterday praised liberal arts graduates as making
the best volunteers in the Organization's first five years.
He said these are the same
liberal arts students who have
been
slighted by business
and government in favor of scientists and engineers.
Mr. Vaughn spoke before the
National Press Club here.
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP)-- A
sharp earthquake shook much
of sourthern Chile Tuesday night,
sending residents of a dozen
cities into the streets in panic.
Electric power and telegraph
service failures were reported
in Concepcion, the Nation's third
largest city, and a number of
smaller communities.
Some damage to old buildings
was reported, but there were no
reports of casualties. Much of
the construction in the area is
designed to withstand earthquakes, and most buildings built
since major earthquakes in 1939
and 1960 are heavily reinforced.

SAIGON (AP)-- Saigon sources
said yesterday the Buddhists in
the city may reverse their stand
and attend the preparatory Congress called by the South Vietnamese military regime to map
a changeover to civilian rule.
A statement by radio Saigon
said that Buddhits delegates
might attend today's session, but
there has been no confirmation
of this.
American sources, however,
said there might be a compromise in the works.
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The State Department yesterday announced that Secretary of State
Dean Rusk will return directly
to Washington from next week's
meeting of the Central Treaty
Organization in Ankara, Turkey.
Rusk will make no visits to
any other Middle East country.
There had been reports Rusk
was considering trips to Cairo
and Tehran.

Summer School
Housing Forms
Due By April 20
Students who wish housing for
the first session of summer
school must submit applications
before Wednesday, April 20, at
the Housing Office, 133 Administration Bldg.
Undergraduates are required
to live on campus during summer
sessions unless they are married or plan to commute from
the home of their parents.
No fee is required at the time
the application is submitted.

Barn Dance Set
By Sophomores
The Sophomore Class will
sponsor a free barn dance from
7 p.m. to midnight tomorrow.
The theme for the dance is
"Holiday in the Hay." Music
will be provided by the Holidays,
a rock 'n' roll band.
The dance will be held at a
farm near Bowling Green.Trucks
will pick up students in front of
the Union and transport them to
the dance.
"This is the major social event
for the Class of '68," said Richard Helwig, class president,"
"and It is a way of thanking all
the sophomores who supported
the class activities this year."

AWS OFFICERS (or
right,

Kathy

Finogan,

next year

are,

left

corresponding

to

Judy McClelland, recording secretary; Cindy

secre-

Greenwald, junior representative; and Sarah
Ross, sophomore representative.
Absent is
Mary Balsley, senior representative.
See

tory; Cindy Payne, treasurer; Mancy Otto,
first vice president; Sally Luscher, president; Ellen Barber, second vice president;

Baker Cancels
Council Meeting
Student Body President Jack
Baker yesterday cancelled the
Student Council meeting scheduled for tonight after sponsors
of three major legislative proposals
indicated they needed
more time to prepare the items.
Baker said there was no other
legislation scheduled to be presented at the meeting and no old
business from past meetings. "I
felt it would be pointless to hold
the meeting," he said.
The three legislative items
previously scheduled to be introduced at tonight's meeting
were: a resolution concerning
changes in the structure of the
campus judicial system, proposed by Tom Liber; an amendment concerning primary elections, proposed by Dave Bruck,
and a study of graduate students
who are teaching courses, proposed by William Schmld.

story on page 1.

Photo by Frank Newell.

TEDDY BEAR
LOUNGE
presents
Go Go Girls on Thurs. Nite

"The Early Americans"
CMon Fri. & Sat. Nites ■ m

i

JAM SESSION SUNDAY

|

bring your own instruments
"if you like it, tell your friends''

YOURS FOR A SOvY«..
Paris Belts. Each has a
style as individual as
the rocking beat of Jay
and The Americans'
new album,
"Sunday and Me".

The Paris Competition
Stripe Belt. White
with contrasting
stripes. $3.50.
The Paris Cinch Ring
Buckle Belt. Stitched
shrunken steerhide.
Black or brown. $4.00
The Paris Paisley Belt.
A wild splash of color
in tune with Spring. $3.50.
When you wear a
Paris Belt, you show
people who's boss.

PARIS KELTS
WOO DIS FlAlMes »VlNUt. DCS PlAINtS ILLINOIS too it

Available at these campus sto*os

LEITMANS
Bowling Green, O.
As advertised in Playboy and Cavafier
....■■

:■■■■■

■

'
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Racketeers Topple Dayton, 6-3
By BOB BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon tennis squad broke
a two game losing streak by defeating Dayton 6-3, thereby avenging a 5-4 loss to the Flyers
last season.
This victory Increased the net-

ter's record to 4-2, already one
more victory than they achieved
all last year.
"Roger Newman and Trevor
Weiss did especially outstanding Jobs for us," said Coach
Robert Keefe. Newman the Falcon's number three man, defeated
Rich Hale 6-4 and 6-0, while

FALCON SINGLES man Bryant Evans returns the serve of
his Dayton opponent in yesterday's match. Evans was decisioned, 1-6, 9-7 and 6-2.

Lacrosse Team
Holds 2-2 Mark
The Bowling Green lacrosse
team returned from its spring
trip to Baltimore, Md„ with only
a .500 record, but it did gain
valuable experience.
The Falcon stickmen got off
to a slow start, dropping their
first exhibition game to Trinity
College of Hartford, Conn„ on
April 2.
Although the Falcons lost 62, they did "play an excellent
game," according to coach
Mickey Cochrane.
Steve Shuckra and John Feasel
scored the two Falcon tallies and
ex - attackman Eddie Hendrick
sparkled in the nets as he stifled
18 Trinity scoring attempts.
The next game of the exhibition
schedule on April 14 found the
Falcons downing the University
of Baltimore freshman team 65. High scorers were Shuckra
and Dick Slater with two goals
each. Feasel and Jerry Chambers each added one tally.
Bowling Green then went on
to lose against the highly-rated
John Hopkins freshman squad.
13-5, before defeating Loyola in
the final tour game, 8-5.
"Although we did lose against
Hopkins, in places we did look
very good," Cochrane stated.
Shuckra scored twice in that
game with Jeff Beran,Chambers,
and Jim Held eac"h scoring once.
Perhaps the highlight of the
game was thegoaltending of Eddie
Hendrick, who made 17 fine saves,
which Just about insures him the
starting assignment against Denison this Friday.
Shuckra scored four goals in
leading the lacrosse team to victory in its final exhibition game
against Loyola.
The victory evened the team's
exhibition record to 2-2. During
the trip Steve Shuckra led in
goals scored with nine. Following him were Feasel and Slater
with three. Chambers and Beran
had two each and Held had one.
Eddie Hendrick, used exclusively at goalie during the spring
tour, came up with a total of 57
saves for the four games.

"The spring trip was very
successful," according to Coach
Cochrane, "in that it helped us
to recognize our weak spots,
and it did give us some valuable
experience that Just cannot be
obtained through practice alone."

Weiss, who plays in the number
four position, eliminated Dave
Hawkins 7-5 and 6-3.
The Falcons were "awarded"
a quick lead when Ron Scheper,
the number one player for Dayton, twisted his ankle during the
first set against the Falcon's
ace Ron Carroll, and was forced to forfeit. Carroll was leading Scheper 5-2 when the Injury occured.
The number two man for BG,
Bob Lempert, dropped two straight sets to Mike Dahm, 6-2
and 6-2. "He just had a bad
day," explained the coach.
Dean Snyder of the Falcons
and Dayton's Bob Mashioff battled in three over-time sets, with
Snyder finally outlasting Mashioff, 8-6, 5-7, and 8-6.
In the contest of the sixth men,
Bob Krebs of Dayton made a
strong comeback and defeated
Bryant Evans, 1-6, 9-7, and 6-2.
After Evans captured the first
set, he built up a 4-0 lead in
the second before Krebs came to
life.
In the doubles matches, the
Falcons took two out of the three
to give them their overall 6-3
team victory.
SINGLES
Carroll (BG) dec. Scheper,
5-2 (default)
Dahm (D) dec. Lempert,
6-2, 6-2Newman (BG) dec. Hale,
6-4, 6-0.
Weiss (BG) dec. Hawkins,
7-5, 6-3.
Snyder (BG) dec. Mashioff,
8-6, 5-7, 8-6
Krebs (D) dec. Evans,
1-6, 9-7, 6-2
DOUBLES
Carroll and Lempert (BG) dec.
Scheper and Dahm, 6-3, 0-6,
6-0.
Newman and Weiss (BG) dec.
Hale and Mashioff, 8-1
Hawkins and Krebs (D) dec.
Snyder and Evans, 8-4

Teammates Carroll and Lempert paired off to defeat Dahm
and Scheper 6-3, 0-6, and 6-0.
Due to darkness, the following
two matches were limited to one
set, up to eight points, termed
as pro set. Newman and Weiss
teamed together and scored an
impressive 8-1 victory over Hale

and Mashioff, and Snyder and
Evans were defeated by Hawkins
and Krebs 8-4.
"We definately need more work
on our doubles game," said coach
Keefe, "and we will concentrate
on this aspect for the next couple
of weeks."

AN UNIDENTIFIED Bowling
Green tennis player strains to
keep the Falcons on top. His
efforts were rewarded as BG
defeated Dayton by a 6-3
score.
MAJOR LEAGUES
TODAY
American League
Detroit at New York (2)
California at Chicago
Kansas City at Minnesota
National League
Chicago at San Francisco
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Houston at Los Angeles
YESTERDAY
American
Minnesota 5, Kansas City 3
Baltimore 8, Boston 1
National
All Night Games

YOUR"U"
FLORIST
CHALMER G.
RIGGS
428 E. Wooster St.
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One Man's Opinion

Crystal Ball Tabs
Baltimore In AL

Problems, Changes
i To Face Gridders
I

By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor
Twin hitting is second to none.
Thlf has been an excellent
Killebrew, Versailles, Allison,
season
for the sometimes
and company are capable of the
redoubtable crystal ball.
home run at any time.
First it saw the Dodgers in the
But pitching, or a lack
World Series and its choice
of It, will be the downfall in
of Boston to retain the NBA
the land of Paul Bunyan.
playoff title appears to be in
Probably the most balanced
good shape after the Celtics'
pitching
staff in the league is
elimination of regular-season
DETROIT'S. McLain, Sparma,
champ Philadelphia.
Monbouquette, Lolich and A quiBut hark-there have been times
re are reliable starters.
when the clear, stoic oval has
Al Kaline, with his off-season
proven an unreliable source of
foot operation, could be in for
prophecies. Seeing Cleveland
his best year since he won the
to win the NFL championship
batting championship. Secondwas its biggest fraud. And there
base is a problem with weakhave been numerous smaller
hitting Jerry Lumpe and Dick
ones.
Tracezwski.
With the days growing longer
Al Lopez is gone and so is
and nights shorter, the ever-opCHICAGO'S rule on second-place
timistic precipe feels there is a
in the league. Eddie Stanky is
chance to repeat on this season's
in as manager, but despite a
successes. So without further
21-7 spring training mark there
ado, we will let it take the stand
are
already signs of discontent.
on the coming baseball season.
Finesse, experience and moxie
IN WHAT WILL be the closest
will keep the Chisox near the top
American League race in 16
despite its annual lack of hitting.
years, (The Yankees won 14 penPitching is still solid and if Penants during this time), it looks
ters and Pizarro come back from
like BALTIMORE.
off years Chicago could make run
The Orioles have been one powfor it. Crystal ball says fourth.
er- hitter away from a pennant
Nothing up the middle will be
for five years and the winter
CLEVELAND'S downfall. The
acquisition of Frank Robinson
Tribe has the best left- hander in
from Cincinnati gives them the
the league, Sam McDowell, and
man they need.
solid hitting.
Rookie-of-the-year Curt BleTrouble is, hitting comes in
fary and John Powell, who can't
clusters
and this team often hits
help but improve on last year's
long drought; without scoring
disappointing performance, will
enough runs to win games. Look
provide more than adequate offor Alvis and Davilillo to have
fensive punch from the portside.
good years. Managing is only
Add the glove and bat of perenso-so.
nial all-star third- baseman
NEW YORK is on the way up,
Brooks Robinson and hitting is
despite
last year's finish. The
no problem.
emphasis is on youth in HronxLoss of Milt Pappas is sure
villc and Roy White, Bobby Murto hurt, but Steve Barber, Dive
cer, Jack Cullen and Roger ReMcNally, and Wally Hunker are
poz show definite promise.
all proven starters. Jim Palmer
One sad note is Mickey Mantle,
or Frank Bcrtania will be the
as
he attempts to hobble his way
fourth starter.
through another season.
Bullpen is strong with aces
Stu Miller and Dick Hall. The
WASHINGTON will win more
only major problem will be with
games than last season for the
the catching, where young Andy
third year in a row. Hitting
Etchebarren will try to replace
is weak but improved defense
the injured Dick Brown.
will bring Sens to seventh.
MINNESOTA will step down a
Move to Anaheim will not help
notch to second place. TheTwins
floundering CALIFORNIA. Lack
got top performances from nearly
of hitting and pitching put club
everyone last year and it won't
in trouble from the start.
happen again.
Charlie O's mule will kick
Whether a shaky Twin pitching
KANSAS CITY up to ninth, not
staff can duplicate last year's
because of ability, but because
unexpected
performance
is
of BOSTON. While the Athletics
doubtful. Jim Grant is reliable
seem to make some efforts at
one day, spotty the next. Last
improving their lot, the Red Sox
year was his first steady seatraded
away two of their best,
son.
pitcher Bill Monbouquette and
Pitching will be strengthened
all-star second baseman Felix
if Camilio Pascual can return
Mantilla.
from his operation. If so, a
(Tomorrow: the National League.)
big plus.

By LARRY DONALD
Issue Editor
The
movie projector has
ground to a halt and Bob Gibson
has finished reviewing last fall's
football season.
Now he begins work on a new
football season, which began
Tuesday as spring football practice opened.
Gibson is working with 74 candidates, 21 of them lettermen,
including five members of last
year's all-Mid-American Conference team.
But he has several problems,
the biggest of which is finding
a quarterback.
Dwight Wallace, a sometimes
successful signal caller last fall,
is gone, as is Ray Fielitz who
starred in several relief roles
last year. Fielitz actually had
anorher year of eligibility, but
decided no: to take advantage of
It.
This leaves the job open to
Russ Jacques, who moved ahead
of Wallace late last fall, and
Dick Waring.
Gibson hopes to open up the
offense next fall. This would
mean more passing and the advantage here could fall to the
best thrower.
"Last year our passing percentage was only 19 per cent of
the total offense and I'd like to
see that figure up to about 25
per cent," Gibson said.
A second problem area is at
tackle, where Bill Earhart, Tony
Fire and Jerry
Jones are
missing. Gibson will probably
go with Jerry Hunter and Henry
Orr, but is worried about the
depth problem behind them.
Ernie George and Bob Hannon
are candidates for the defensive
tackle position, but Gibson indicated that Tom Luettke would
probably be moved in also.
"Luettke is just too good a

Final results of the intramural
swimming championships are:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Chi
Theta Chi
Delta Upsilon
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Tau Delta
'/eta Beta Tau

GREYHOUND
SPECIAL BUS
Campus To Cleveland

36
28.5
21
11
8
6
4
3.5
3
0
0

Leave Campus 3:30 p.m.
- Every Friday Leave Cleveland 4 p.m.
Every Sunday
(One-Way or Round-Trip Tickets Available)

Call
B G Travel Center
. 354-8171

SANDWICHES

featuring

Chicken
Beef Barbeque
Foot Long Hot Dog
Coney Foot Long Hot Dog

"THE BLUE
CRYSTAL'S"
Dancing From 8-12..30

35<
35c
30c
35tf

SHAKES
MALTS
SUNDAES
SODAS

Couples Only
over the Canterbury Inn

in 74 carries last year, and
ail-American defensive back
Mike Weger, who is missing the
spring drills because of {rack.
It isn't all worry for Gibson,
however.
Back again is the "BigThree"
defensive backfield of Weger,
Dick Wagoner and JoeSouliere.
Also on hand are all-MAC center Heath Wingate and end Jamie
Rivers.
Bruce Burdick and Jack Sohn
will be back to anchor the guard
spots, although Gibson indicated
he
might
try Burdick at
tackle.
"We're in the best physical
shape of any spring practice I
ever remember," Gibson said.
"We should have a slimmer,
trimmer outfit."
The Falcons will hold scrimmages Saturday mornings inUniversity Stadium.
The annual
Brown and Orange clash, May
7, will climax the Spring session.

NOW OPEN

THE
PICADILLY ROOM

All your favorite beverages

Bob Gibson

last year," he said. "1 think
our philosophy may have hurt as
much as our physical limitations.
"We have the personnel coming
back, and a new philosophy, so
I think our problem will be selecting the man," he said. "We
don't have any established
running stars likeCunninghamor
Libson, but we have the good experienced men to make it go."
The incumbants here are Dave
Cranmer, who gained 280 yards

DIRECT

IM Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

football player to be used as
little as he was last year,"
Gibson said. "We've decided
the big back offense isn't the
answer, so he will be used on
defense and to back up Williams
(Stew) at fullback."
Gibson indicated plans to beef
up the offense and make it more
versatile. He plans to complement his passing plans and the
up-the-middle power provided by
Williams with an outside running
gams.
"Our lack of success running
outside hurt us a great deal

434 E. Wooster
BOWLING GREEN

30<f
35<
25-35-50*
25«

